ETERNAL TOKEN (XET)

About:

XET refers to a token that can be exchanged with Eternal Coin (XEC) at 1:10 ratio.

Eternal Coin (XEC) can be traded and acquired via authorized exchanges only which leads to the disadvantage that XEC can’t be acquired via ANY unauthorized exchanges throughout the world.

Therefore, Eternal Token (XET) is developed to be listed and tradable with various currencies on global exchanges. The issuance between two compatible virtual currencies is a new form of virtual currency to solve the disadvantage of XEC and other currencies with similar situation.

Advantages:
• Tradable with Various Currencies on Global Exchanges.

• Eternal Wallet provides the Fastest Remittance Services and Highest Receivable Amount Ever! Our remittance rate is +0.5% from interbank Transfer Middle Rate (TTM).

• **One-touch transmission**: For the users who do not own any Eternal Coins, the one-touch transmission function allows conversion of a given fiat currency into a different fiat currency, and instant transmission to other party’s Eternal Wallet.

• **Phone number transmission function**: In Eternal Wallet, the users can transmit money to any recipient’s phone number instead of Wallet Address. The function not only allows the users to avoid the trouble of typing long Wallet Address or sending money to a wrong recipient, but also serves as a security measure to protect against identity theft and other types of fraud.
**Goal**: To be the leading Virtual Currency Exchange & Blockchain company and to bring inspiration and innovation to the world.